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Abstract

L'article traite de l'histoire, de l'architecture et
de la relation de proximité des pièces de la maison Knaut-Rhuland à Lunenburg (NouvelleEcosse). Construite en 1793 par Benjamin
Knaut, fils de Phillip Augustus Knaut, cette
maison arbore un intérieur de style géorgien
avec hall central, sept foyers, des chambres
de domestiques sous les combles et des foyers
et fours à pain doubles dans les deux cuisines
situées au sous-sol. Cette maison de marchand
a les dimensions et le style d'architecture
courants des maisons des marchands de
Lunenburg (et d'ailleurs en Nouvelle-Ecosse) et
qui indiquaient la richesse et le statut social
auxquels leur classe était parvenue. À ce titre,
elle est étudiée en tant qu'élément d'une oligarchie de familles marchandes liées les unes
aux autres par des liens étroits, qui ont contribué à la formation du tissu social, de la vie
culturelle et de la culture matérielle de leur
communauté.

This paper is concerned with the history, architecture, and proxemic patterns of the KnautRhuland house in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.
Built in 1793 by Benjamin Knaut, the son of
Phillip Augustus Knaut, it boasts a Georgian
interior with central hall and seven fireplaces,
servants' quarters in the attic, and double
hearths and bakeovens in two basement
kitchens. As a merchant house it is in keeping
with the size and style of house occupied by the
merchant class in Lunenburg (and other parts
of Nova Scotia) as a mark of their wealth and
social status, and as such is examined as part
of an interlocking oligarchy common to other
merchant families which helped shape the
social, cultural and material context of the
community.

Prologue

English settlers he had brought with him but
continued, "There are amongst the settlers a few
Swiss who are regular honest and industrious
men easily governed and work heartily."2
The idea of encouraging foreign Protestants
and Swiss to settle along the Atlantic coast
was not new. The Board of Trade had considered such settlement for Nova Scotia 20 years
earlier, and both Lord Halifax, President of the
Board of Trade and Plantations, and Governor
Shirley of Massachusetts, still suggested such
a plan on the eve of Cornwallis' departure to
Nova Scotia. It was natural then for Cornwallis
to suggest that the government recruit foreign
Protestants, as the German and Swiss were
considered among the most desirable of the

In late June 1749, thirteen transports brought
the first significant group of colonists to Nova
Scotia under the direct authority of the British
Government. Landing in the harbour at
Chebucto, now Halifax, the energetic young
Governor and leader of this undertaking,
Colonel Edward Cornwallis, wasted little
time informing the Board of Commissioners
for Trade and Plantations in London that the
settlers he was supplied with were unsatisfactory for the task at hand and suggested
they attempt to send him Swiss and German
Protestants.1
Cornwallis, in that letter of 24 July 1749
complained not only about the quality of the
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European colonists, particularly in light of
their successful settlement in Pennsylvania.3 On
24 August 1750 the ship Alderney arrived in
Halifax with 353 passengers including a considerable number of foreign Protestants.
On September 2 the ship Ann followed over
with 300 German-speaking immigrants on
board. The influx of Swiss and German settlers
from continental Europe to Nova Scotia had
started, but the policy adopted by the British
Government to attract foreign Protestants as a
counterpoint to the French-Catholic influence
in the province was short-lived. Between 1750
and the end of the year 1752 only 2742 "souls"
or 899 families migrated to Nova Scotia.4
It was not until 28 May 1753 that Governor
Peregrine Hopson gave the orders for the removal of the foreign Protestants from Halifax under the leadership of Colonel Charles Lawrence?
Some were destined to establish the town of
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Lunenburg.6 By Tuesday, 19 June 1753 the foreign Protestants were finally given possession
of their town lots for which they had drawn for
in Halifax over four weeks earlier.7 After many
years of hardship these European colonists
had a townsite and farmlands of their own
(Fig. 1). In keeping with the forceful nature of
their German character, it took them little time
to erect "good Framed Houses" and plant their
gardens.8
One of the foreign Protestants who travelled
with Cornwallis in 1749 to Halifax, and who
may have prompted the young Governor's
remarks to the Board of Trade about the need
for Swiss and German colonists, was Phillip
Augustus Knaut.9 Conrad Wollenhaupt, a stocking weaver who arrived in Halifax in 1751
from Hesse in Northern Germany, might have
done the same. Conrad's only child, John
Gaspar (or "Casper") and the son of Phillip

Fig. 1
The town plan of
Lunenburg showing the
grid system which
created a town plot of
42 large blocks 250 feet
(76 metres) long by
120 feet (37 metres)
deep with these in turn
divided into 14 house
plots creating 588 house
lots in all. Each settler
was also given a garden
lot east of the town plan.
The original of this map
is in the National
Archives of Canada,
National Map
Collection, NMC 547,
H3/240/Lunenburg/l 752.
(Permission of National
Archives of Canada)

Augustus Knaut, Benjamin Knaut, between
them, have provided a rich legacy for historians reconstructing the material life of
Lunenburg's successful merchant class.

The Material, Social, and Cultural
Context
As would be expected Lunenburg merchants
did not live in drab, sparsely furnished surroundings; their domestic interiors reflected
wealth and social position. The size of the
merchant's dwelling (for example the KnautRhuland house), and his household furnishings and accessories (as revealed by the Casper
Wollenhaupt inventory) dominated the social
values of the community and helped to define
the material aspirations of the non-merchant
classes.10
The Household Furnishings of
Casper Wollenhaupt
As a second generation Lunenburg German,
Casper Wollenhaupt rose to become one of the
most successful businessmen and merchants
in the town and province, leaving behind a
vast and complex estate which must have
been an inventory taker's nightmare. Casper
was the only child of Conrad and Gertrude
Wollenhaupt. His mother, a widow prior to
her marriage to Conrad, was widowed again
when Casper was seven years old. She soon
remarried and had two other sons.
From July 18 through July 20, and again on
5 January 1810, Frank and John Rudolph, and
John Bolman, went to the residence, shop and
warehouse to inventory the worldly possessions of Casper Wollenhaupt and make an
accurate account of his personal estate to satisfy the court, his creditors and debtors, and
family. In his will Casper left everything divided
equally between his wife Mary, daughter Mary
Gertrude, and son Henry.11
This paper concentrates on one portion of
the probate record - namely the domestic furnishings and accessories of the Wollenhaupt
residence where the three inventory takers
were most meticulous in their duties, listing the
objects room by room and in some detail. The
complete inventory of the estate is included as
an appendix to this article.
For organizational purposes, this article will
begin with the nomenclature used by the inventory takers to identify each room. This will aid
in establishing some ideas about the exterior
style and interior configuration of the dwelling.

From this perspective the discussion will move
to the types of furnishings and accessories
(looking glasses, tables), their number and location in the house, and possible style. Finally,
design and cabinetmaking sources will be considered. Although the library holdings will not
be discussed separately, their importance and
richness is evident from the listing of books and
is the topic for a future paper.
The inventory takers started their task "in the
hall upstairs," and then moved "in the garret."
Since there is no evidence to suggest otherwise,
it is assumed that the garret was a half-storey
attic reached from the upstairs.12 Remaining on
the second floor, they moved "in the library,"
then "in the bedroom."
It is at this point that the intention and
direction of the three men is unclear in terms
of the room by room route they were following. The next room listed in the inventory is "in
the drawing room below stairs" followed by "in
the front up parlour." Because of the addition
of the terms "up" and "below" in identifying the
location of these rooms, they have been placed
on their respective floors when considering
the interior configuration of the house.
But exactly why they left the second floor
to go downstairs to the drawing room, then
back upstairs to the front parlour, is not evident.
The numbers, however, listing each item individually in the inventory, are consecutive from
the drawing room to the parlour, suggesting
their actions were premeditated. Perhaps the
front room was occupied by the family while
the three men went about their task, forcing
them to continue their work on the first floor
before finishing their labour upstairs.
While in the front parlour they also recorded
the objects "in the closet in the front parlour"
which was either a small room or a large cupboard. They then continued downstairs listing
objects "in the hall," completing their task "in
the kitchen." The inventory takers followed
the room by room record of the contents of the
Wollenhaupt house with a title by title list of
all the books in the library, which numbered
252 volumes.
Table 1 summarizes the interior room configuration according to floor, and notes with an
asterisk those rooms which probably contained
fireplaces based on the presence of fireside
equipment such as irons and tongs.
Based on the information provided by the
probate record and names assigned to identify
each room, the most plausible exterior style
and interior configuration of the Wollenhaupt
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Table 1: Garret*
Upstairs

Downstairs

Hall
Library
Bedroom
Front Parlour*

Drawing Room*
Hall
Kitchen*

residence is a two and one-half storey, central
chimney house built on a hall/parlour plan.
This arrangement suggests the house was
entered through the front door into a hall large
enough to hold "an eight day clock," "3 Windsor chairs," and "a glass lamp" which no doubt
sat on the "mahogany table" placed there. On
one side of this hall was the kitchen with
hearth, and on the other side the drawing room
with fireplace.
The stairs to the second floor were either
located leading up from the front hall, or at the
rear of the chimney block; both styles are found
in existing pre-1800 hall/parlour houses in
Lunenburg County.13 On the upper floor the
plan repeats itself with a hall containing "a
desk," "2 chairs," and "a black birch table." This
hall is flanked by the parlour with fireplace, the
library, and the bedroom. It is obvious that one
of the upstairs chambers was divided into two
rooms. Since the parlour was identified by the
inventory takers as being in the front of the
house, it is likely that this chamber was subdivided into two separate spaces.
Room function is easily identified from the
nomenclature used by the three inventory takers, and from the objects listed for each room.
The Wollenhaupt house was well organized
with each living area being used for a specific
function or series of functions. All three upstairs
rooms were used for sleeping as they contained
bed and bedding.
The library with its numerous books, desk,
table, chair, and dressing glass, contained a
camp bedstead. These furnishings suggest that
the library was a small private space probably
used by Casper himself.
The parlour contained the only fireplace
on the second floor ("a fire tongs, shovel, poker,
brush, bellows"), along with another desk, an
easy chair, looking glass, a mahogany and pine
table, and six chairs. The "closet" in this room
was used for the storage of the many items of
china and silver owned by the Wollenhaupts
for entertaining guests in their drawing room.
The bedroom was the final room on the upstairs
floor and was used strictly for sleeping.
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Food and entertaining were very important
to Casper and his family. As a merchant of considerable influence he seemingly enjoyed his
social position and wealth. When one contemplates the vast number of cooking utensils
and accessories listed in the inventory of the
parlour closet, the drawing room, and the
kitchen, the variety and number of objects connected with the preparation, serving and consumption of food is astounding. Although not
all of these will be discussed in detail, a few
are worth noting.
For example, the kitchen contained several
"specialized" items including "a chaffing dish,"
"a copper cake pan," "20 tin patty pans," "a coffee mill," "2 dripping pans," "2 soup tureens,"
"3 pudding dishes," "2 fish strainers," and
"8 pewter water plates." The sheer number of
food-related utensils and accessories is evident
under entries 546 and 547 which included
"4 large dishes" and "19 smaller ditto,"
"39 plates," "6 pitchers," "9 pair cups and
saucers," "8 bowls," "18 chase plates."14 The
kitchen inventory also lists as entry 548 "2 servants beds" valued at five pounds. This is a very
revealing notation as it suggests the wealth
and status of the Wollenhaupt household and
helps explain their ability to prepare and host
elaborate dinner parties. It also informs us that
the servants slept in the kitchen, no doubt
using the tables, benches, and chairs for eating
and working. Whatever their task, their labour
would have been illuminated by one or all
(depending on the occasion) of the 15 brass candlesticks also included in the kitchen inventory.
But it is not until one examines closely the
objects in the drawing room that a full appreciation of the richness of the Wollenhaupt
tablesetting becomes possible. The contents
of this room point to the extensive use of this
space for dining and entertaining, and as an
important centre of social interaction and control where Wollenhaupt and his family could
display their affluence to friends and relatives.
The richness of this setting, and the formal
nature of the dining experience, is evident in
the elaborate accessories decorating this room.
Not one, but two, looking glasses hung from the
walls along with eleven pictures. The fireplace
was fully equipped with both firescreen and
fender and the floor was carpeted. At night
the room was illuminated with four plated candlesticks, whose flames could be extinguished
by using a pair of silver snuffers. The mahogany
dining table was placed in the centre of the
room when entertaining, and set at the table and

throughout the room were the ten mahogany
chairs. Only one other item of furniture is listed
and that is a "tea table," again suggesting the
social function of this domestic setting. Almost
all the other objects listed relate to eating.
The extravagant nature of the Wollenhaupt
family is evident in the over 250 ounces of silver table "furniture" used as dining accessories, including nutmeg graters and apple
corers. Other objects of silver included a silver
mustard pot, four silver salts, a set of silver castors, and a pepper box.
The Wollenhaupt family had the means to
entertain guests in a grand manner, and set
their table with rich and elaborate accessories
for eating and drinking. The dinner table was
the centre of formalized behaviour for family
and guests, and the objects listed in the drawing room emphasize the refinement and specialization of the social activity carried out in
this domestic environment, which communicated the established social values of the merchant class.
The type, number, and placement of the
furniture used in the Wollenhaupt residence
offers us further insight into the nature of this
interior. Although no specific example of any
item of furniture belonging to the Wollenhaupt
estate has been identified to date, there are
enough clues given by the inventory takers to
suggest something about the form and style of
the furnishings.
Looking Glasses
The Wollenhaupt household contained four
looking glasses, one each in the upstairs bedroom and front parlour, and a pair in the downstairs drawing room. The library contained a
dressing glass.15 The pair in the drawing room
must have been highly prized as they were
evaluated at £10/0/0, while the glasses in the
second front parlour and bedroom are appraised
at £2/0/0 and £1/0/0 respectively. The dressing glass in Casper's library was valued at only
£0/7/6.
It seems likely, based on similar period
examples found in Lunenburg County, the evaluation assigned by the inventory takers, and
their domestic location, that the pair of looking glasses in the drawing room must have
been most impressive Sheraton style gilt mirrors with glass panels, or wooden panels with
applied relief.16 Their importance was obvious
even to the inventory takers, who by appraising the pair of mirrors at ten pounds, assigned
a value equalled by the eight-day clock, the

complete bed and bedstead in the bedroom
and front parlour, and surpassed only by the
254 V2 ounces of silver furniture.
The appraised values of the other two looking glasses suggest they were of a more familiar style, probably in the Chippendale manner.
This type of glass, imported from the United
States or Great Britain, is commonly listed in
late eighteenth- through early nineteenth-century inventories throughout Nova Scotia at
between £1/0/0 and £3/0/0, with many examples surviving to this day.17
Tables
As would be expected, tables serve many purposes and were found in every room in the
house. The tables listed in the inventory, and
their evaluations, suggest a strong relationship
between tables used for general purposes, and
those with more specialized functions.
For example, the table in the library is just
called that and valued at £0/17/6, but the table
in the upstairs hall is identified as a black birch
table (probably stained dark to resemble
mahogany) at £0/15/0, and that in the downstairs hall as a mahogany table also at £0/15/0,
This table is one of three identified as being in
mahogany including a small table in the front
parlour appraised at £0/17/6, and the dining
table in the drawing room evaluated at £8/0/0
accompanied by a set(?) often mahogany chairs
worth £0/17/6 each for a total of £8/15/0. Such
a large number of chairs suggests the size of this
dining table, perhaps a swing leg drop leaf; it
is impossible to know the style, although
mahogany would imply it was made in or near
a large urban centre, perhaps in a late Chippendale manner. As a merchant, Wollenhaupt
would have had the opportunity to purchase
goods from both the Eastern United States and
Great Britain.18
The tea table in the drawing room is identified by function, and only one table in the front
parlour is identified as being in pine. Its value
at £0/5/0, and the low value of the two kitchen
tables at £0/10/0 and £0/5/0 respectively, suggest they were probably also in pine. Their
kitchen location indicates their function as
work tables and for the servants' use at meal
time.
Chairs
Other than ten mahogany dining chairs, most
other forms of seating listed in the inventory
have no identifying notations. For example,
there are six chairs listed for both the bedroom
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and front parlour (part of the same set ?), valued at £0/10/0 each or £3/0/0 for each set of six.
The only exceptions are the mention of "an easy
chair" also in the parlour valued at £3/10/0, suggesting it was a highly prized piece of furniture,
and "3 Windsor chairs" in the downstairs hall
at five shillings each.
The easy chair, "...characterized by a fully
upholstered back, wings, and arms that end in
one or two scrolls, plus a cushion seat..." 19
appears occasionally in the probate records in
Lunenburg County mostly among the merchant
class. One fine example of a Hepplewhite form
found in Windsor, Nova Scotia is typical of
those found along the south shore of the
province with wide flaring wings with serpentine crest, descending arms with wellshaped tapered front legs and H-stretcher.20
The mention of three Windsor chairs by the
inventory takers is noteworthy as Windsor
chairs were being made in Halifax as early as
1780, and chairmakers in this city continued
to produce this specific chair form well into die
nineteenth century.21 For example, the estate
of John Oxner, a merchant in LaHave located
about 20 miles from Lunenburg, whose inventory was taken on 25 March 1825, lists six
Windsor chairs in his parlour.22
The only other noteworthy form of seating
mentioned by the inventory takers are the two
benches listed in the kitchen. Benches are very
common in Lunenburg German inventories
with late eighteenth- through late nineteenthcentury examples still being found today in attic
and basement storage areas of many of the
homes in Lunenburg German domestic interiors, particularly in the kitchen or hearth rooms
of eighteenth-century households. 23
Case Furniture
The Wollenhaupt house contained little case
furniture. There are only four items listed
including the clock placed in the downstairs
hall valued at £10/0/0, and three desks all
located on the second floor. The lowest appraisal is for the desk in the upstairs hall at
£2/10/0. The desk in the library was evaluated at £3/0/0, with the mahogany desk in the
front parlour given the highest value at £7/0/0.
The eight-day clock was one of the four
highest appraised objects of furniture in the
inventory including the pair of looking glasses
in the drawing room, and the complete bed and
bedstead in the bedroom and front parlour, all
valued at ten pounds. This evaluation suggests
it was a tall case clock, an object of wealth and
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prestige, which reflected, along with beds, traditional Germanic values.24
As there are no chests of drawers listed in
the Wollenhaupt inventory, it is presumed tfiat
the three desks acted as case pieces for the
storage of clothing and other personal items.
The desk located in the library was probably
used by Casper himself. With a value similar
to that of the one in the upstairs hall, both of
these desks probably had four drawers and
a slant-front lid with maple or birch as the primary wood.25
With their usual facility, the inventory takers noted the remaining desk as being in
mahogany giving it the fifth highest furniture
evaluation at seven pounds even. Along with
the complete bed, the easy chair, the small
mahogany table, six chairs, a looking glass,
eight pictures, a pair of brass sconces, and
three flower glasses, the front parlour must
have been a most inviting room. In many
respects, this room was as well appointed for
personal family use as a "closed" space as the
drawing room was as an "open" space for entertaining guests.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine the exact style of this mahogany desk,
but again it probably had four drawers with a
slant-front lid, a form commonly found in Nova
Scotia, in birch, maple and mahogany with
both outside bracket and Hepplewhite style
bases.26
Design/Cabinetmaking Sources
The merchants were the agents of change in
Lunenburg during the first 75 years of settlement. Men such as Casper Wollenhaupt, and
John Oxner, of LaHave, were purveyors of fashion, not only within their homes, but in their
shops by making available the latest in their
consumer products for their clientele. They
not only brought the basic goods such as food,
clothing and hardware to their communities,
but were able to purchase and/or order for
themselves and others, the latest in furniture
styles, textiles, and reading matter.27
It is therefore possible that Casper Wollenhaupt was able to purchase his furnishings
from not only urban centres such as Halifax and
Saint John, but from as far as Boston, Philadelphia, New York, and London. He is a man that
seems to have kept up with current events and
fashion, judging from the books in his library
and furnishings in his home. Some of the
objects he chose as decorations probably exhibited the latest styles while others may have

been family pieces reflecting earlier and more
traditional values.
When Casper died in 1808, the world was
in a state of transition. As one of the most
influential and wealthy second generation
Lunenburg Germans of his day, Casper left
behind an impressive legacy of prosperity and
lifestyle. Had he lived longer, he no doubt
would have remained abreast of the events of
the day taking advantage of the opportunities
offered by a new century.

The Knaut-Rhuland House

Fig. 2
The exterior of the
Knaut-Rhuland house
before removal of the
turret-like "bump" in
1979-1980.
(Photographer unknown)

T

If the merchant households told of wealth and
social influence, the large merchant houses,
usually with four rooms over four, and one or
two chimneys, both asserted and clarified their
owner's authority, and were common to other
merchant families in the town as part of an
interlocking oligarchy which helped shape the
social, cultural and material context of the
community. The Knaut-Rhuland house is one
of the finest eighteenth-century examples of
the architectural style associated with the
merchant class which was the residence of a
second generation merchant's son, Benjamin
Knaut.
Within a few months of Phillip Augustus
Knaut's election to the First House of Assembly he bought from Henry Hiltz for the sum of
£16 ".. .a certain house and lot in the township
of Lunenburg in Rudolph's Division, Letter B,
No. 4". 28 The deed is written on 23 March
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1759 and describes Hiltz as a housewright,
but Phillip does not register the deed until
28 January 1765. It is on this lot that the KnautRhuland house is eventually built by his son
Benjamin in 1793. The house that his father
bought from Henry Hiltz in 1759 is not this
house. What happened to this original house
is unclear. It has not been incorporated into the
existing structure, but it is possible that it was
either moved to another location before construction of the Knaut-Rhuland dwelling, or was
destroyed by fire.
No building records for the Hiltz house or
the Knaut-Rhuland house has survived, but it
is reasonable to assume that several housewrights, carpenters and joiners collaborated
on its design and construction. The roof rafters
are "tree nailed," and the major units of the roof
frame are marked with Roman numerals at
their intersecting joints for ease of identification in assembly, a practice which suggests
off-site preparation of the frame.29
Looking at the front facade of the KnautRhuland house one is immediately struck by
its size and placement of the front entrance door
which gives the impression that the structure
is three floors high. This is owing to the fact thai
the elevation of the first floor at the front of the
house is almost six feet (1.8 metres) above the
street level. The house is partially built into the
slope of the lot which allowed for the placement
of four windows at ground level to help illuminate the two basement hearth rooms. These
rooms are reached by a set of stairs and door
underneath the two-sided staircase which leads
to the front door.
One of the most interesting features of the
house removed during restoration of the exterior in 1979-1980 was a turret-like version
of a "Lunenburg bump" (Figs. 2 and 3). The
"bump" is a one, two, or three-storey porch
attached to the front of a house. On Cape Cod
style houses, the "bump" is often enclosed on
the first and second floors creating a porch and
dormer projection. The "bump" is a mid to
late nineteenth-century innovation often added
to "modernize" older style structures and generate additional space.
The Knaut-Rhuland "bump" was somewhat
unique in that it was a five-sided turret-like projection with windows. The "bump" was constructed sometime during the ownership of
John Creighton who purchased the house sometime in 1823 from Conrad Rhuland. 30
The front door opens into the central hall
which runs directly to the back door. The
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staircase leading to the second floor is set in the
rear left corner. Located two-thirds down the
hall from the front door is the magnificent
reeded, moulded, and pillared wooden arch
that spans the hall at the point where the two
chimney beams meet the hall beams.31 There
are four doors which lead off this hall into various rooms. In keeping with the symmetrical
nature of the Georgian interior the two front
rooms occupy two-thirds of the downstairs
space, and the two back rooms one-third, the
longitudinal division coming at the same point
as the arch in the hall.
Entering the interior door on the left from the
entrance leads to the front downstairs dining
room with fireplace. This is backed by a second fireplace located in the rear left downstairs bedroom which can be reached through
two doors flanking the dining room chimney
block, or through a door from the central hall.
Entering the other interior door on the right
from the entrance leads to the downstairs front
parlour with a fireplace. A door from both the
hall and front parlour leads to the other downstairs bedroom.
The rooms on the second floor match those
of the first floor in location and size. Only the
two bedrooms have fireplaces. The upstairs
room on the front left acted as a parlour/bedroom and contains the best woodwork and
mantel.32 The two upstairs rear rooms were
both bedrooms but without fireplaces. The
room on the back right was connected with the
servants' quarters in the attic by a set of stairs
that wound around the chimney block into
this room. These stairs now run directly into
the upstairs hall and were probably changed
during the ownership of either Conrad Rhuland
or John Creighton. The attic servants' space is
intact with original yellow ochre paint on
the woodwork, and a small closet with door
attached with HL hinges.
A complete understanding of the KnautRhuland house and how it functioned as a
domestic space is not fully appreciated until the
basement hearth rooms are considered. This
floor was originally entered from the outside
through a door reached by passing under the
front steps, and from the interior through a
door located at the rear of the central hall staircase on the first floor.
The two front hearth rooms both have large
cooking fireplaces with bake ovens, which connect to two back rooms by a single passageway.
These back rooms have exposed beams, which
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are white-washed and were probably used for
food storage. The placement of the hearths in
the basement of the eighteenth-century houses
in Lunenburg is unusual but not unknown,
particularly when the house is built into the
slope of the house lot. The Knaut-Rhuland
house is the only dwelling found to date in
Lunenburg County with double hearths and
bakeovens in the basement built on a central
hall plan.
These basement hearths were the symbolic
centre of the Knaut-Rhuland house where all
food preparation and consumption was carried out by the servants, no doubt under the
watchful eye of the mistress of the house. During the summer of 1987 when restoration work
was being carried out on the foundation of the
front right hearthroom, hundreds of artifacts
were recovered from this basement area. These
included hand-blown stems from glass goblets, Chinese export porcelain, blue and brown
willow pattern plates, and clay pipe stems; all
from objects that reflect the wealth and status
of their owners. The range of material dated
from the late eighteenth century right up to the
late nineteenth century.
These discoveries prompted an examination of the floor of the left hearthroom, which
led to some interesting speculation on the function of these rooms. Where there were over
two hundred items of glass, china, and clay

Fig. 3
A second view of the
"bump" on the KnautRhuland house.
(Photographer

unknown)

•
Fig. 4
The outlines of the two
windows, chair rail and
wainscot removed by
Hhukmd ore clearly
evident in this
photograph taken during
restoration of the
downstairs front parlour.
Note the heavy
baseboard moulding.

Fig. 5
Members of the
restoration staff
revealing the first laver

of scenic wallpaper.
Note the mantel
woodwork.

recovered from the right hearth room, the left
room revealed only bone, seeds, and some
coarse earthenware pottery. This suggests two
related but distinct functions for each hearthroom. The room where only seeds and bones
were found was used strictly for transforming
raw food into broken food, such as meal into
flour, and the other hearthroom was used to
improve this broken food into prepared food,
such as flour into bread.1'1
During that same summer, restoration work
was also carried out on the downstairs front
parlour where the woodwork was changed and
two side windows removed, destroying the
Georgian symmetry of the house. It was thought
that shortly after Conrad Rhuland purchased
the house from Benjamin Knaut in 1813 he
changed this room by removing the two windows (Fig. 4), the fireplace mantel, all wainscot
and chair rail, and replaced it with woodwork
which can best be described as a mixture of late
neoclassical and early Empire styles, and is
referred to locally as "Lunenburg German vernacular." Rhuland obviously wanted to "modernize" this room as his parlour.
During the removal of 11 layers of wallpaper another reason for Rhuland's renovation of
this room became evident. The first layer of
wallpaper turned out to be a repeating panoramic scene of a Mediterranean port with
houses, ships, naval officers, and ladies in
grand dress printed in black, grey and white
(Figs. 5 and 6). Although the exact source for
this wallpaper remains unknown, French scenic
wallpapers were available in Boston by at least

1817.34 Rhuland obviously wanted to embellish this room with the latest in decorative
fashion, and would have had access to such
designs from Lunenburg merchants or directly
from Boston.
Afterview
When Benjamin Knaut sold the house to
Conrad Rhuland, and Rhuland in turn sold it
to John Creighton, it remained the residence
of individuals of wealth and influence. The
social power and authority of the merchant
class in the eighteenth century was matched by
the political abilities of such men as John
Creighton in the nineteenth century; both manifesting their social status in the type of domestic furnishings they lived with, and in the size
and style of residence they lived in.
The eighteenth-century merchant set standards for social behaviour and interaction, and
the consumption and display of material wealth
for the non-merchant classes. What is unique
about the Knaut-Rhuland house is that it has
survived intact as a representative of this lifestyle. Most houses that old, if they survive at
all, are renovated, enlarged, or "restored" so that
original features are altered or destroyed beyond recognition. The Knaut-Rhuland house
remains one of the most important and intact
eighteenth-century structures in Nova Scotia
that embodies the spirit of men such as Casper
Wollenhaupt, Phillip Augustus Knaut, and
Benjamin Knaut, as first and second generation
Lunenburg Germans.
Conclusion
The Lunenburg merchants 35 were the bearers
of the social standards and the harbingers of
social change during the eighteenth century.
Men such as Henry Koch, Phillip Augustus
Knaut and his son Benjamin, John Lennox,

and Casper Wollenhaupt helped to define fashion and social taste. Merchants and their families were more than simply rich, more than
social counterpoints to the repetitious life of the
yeoman. The merchant class was not strictly
defined by wealth or the status and ownership
of sufficient property to support a great household and achieve an admired social position.
Literacy was another key to the power and
influence of the merchants, which allowed
them to serve in legal and political capacities,
and partake of an even larger society of similarly educated men beyond the boundaries of
the community. The merchant was a man of the
world w h o could comprehend the latest in
science a n d e c o n o m i c s , or enjoy the most
recent popular novel. 3 6 The continual competition for social position, for money and the
attendant social advance achieved through
wealth, defined the parameters of the community life to which most Lunenburg Germans
belonged, and fixed the hierarchy of social
rank.
The ownership of certain objects such as
clocks, desks, chests, and looking glasses was
as much a part of this social ranking as the
income required to afford them. Display and
self-assertion were the hallmarks of the merchants. They were the precursors of anglicization, the agents of material a n d social
change w h o provided the consumer products
which the tradesman, yeoman, and yeomancraftsman 37 required for their own household
display in order to demonstrate their improving wealth and social position. It was in the
shops of the merchants that the latest in fashionable merchandise was made available to
the community.
The merchants and their families formed
part of an interlocking oligarchy based on
wealth and status which was recognized
throughout the eighteenth century. They helped
to shape the social, cultural, and material contexts of the communities in which they lived.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century,
the social structure in port t o w n s such as
Boston, Philadelphia, and New York was well
defined. At the bottom were slaves, followed
by indentured servants, apprentices and hired
servants, and free unskilled labourers. Next
came artisans filling the gap between the labourers and the upper class. Most were selfemployed with the artisan class exhibiting a
wide range of wealth and social status. At the
top of the social ladder were two groups, the
first made u p of professional people such as

II)

lawyers and doctors. The other group was composed of merchants, and to a lesser degree
s h o p k e e p e r s , w h o were the importers and
exporters, wholesalers and retailers, builders
of ships, warehouses and wharves, and owners of large domestic houses embellished with
the finest in household furnishings. It was this
group of merchants that dominated the economic life of such port towns and held the
largest leverage of political a n d e c o n o m i c
power.'"
As the eighteenth century advanced this
social hierarchy changed little while differences between the upper and lower classes
became more noticeable. By the end of the
century, this situation was desperate with
the emergence of the very wealthy and the
wretchedly poor. Merchants such as Knaut
and Wollenhaupt were part of this recognized
eighteenth-century tradition of power and status which placed them and their families into
a much larger social setting beyond the confines
of Lunenburg.

Fig. 6
This was the best
preserved piece of
original scenic
wallpaper found in the
parlour. Although it was
found throughout the
room, some of it
appeared to have
already been removed.
perhaps when the
second layer of
wallpaper was applied,
The scene is printed in
black, grey, and white
with a repeat of 59 '/2
inches (151 centimetres).

NOTES
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Winthrop Bell, The "Foreign Protestants" and
the Settlement of Nova Scotia (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961), 9.
Ibid., 11.
Ibid.
Ibid., 283-284. In 1755 the British Government
decided on another course of action to deal
with the French-Catholics in the province and
simply expelled the Acadian population living
in Nova Scotia, destroying their dwellings and
furnishings and assuming the rights and titles
to all their lands. By 1759, this policy led to the
migration of the New England Planters who
were offered the rich Acadian farmlands in the
Annapolis Valley for settlement. Between 1759
and 1768 some 8000 Planters migrated, mostly
from the New England colonies of Rhode Island
and Connecticut to take advantage of die British
offer.
Charles Lawrence, Journal and Letters of Colonel
Charles Lawrence: A Day by Day Account of the
Founding of Lunenburg (Lunenburg: Lunenburg Heritage Society, 1972), pp. v-vi. One of
these German/Swiss settlers had waited in
Halifax since 1750 to be sent to Lunenburg to
establish the town. Cornwallis was unable to settle the immigrants in Halifax due to the poor
quality of the soil, thus not being able to meet
the promises made by the Colonists (Bell, Foreign Protestants, 397). Even though the British
wanted to attract these German-speaking settlers,
correspondence between Cornwallis, Hopson,
and the Board of Trade leaves the impression
that at times the British were in a quandary
over exactly how to handle these immigrants.
Hopson not only had the problem of the new arrivals of 1752 to deal with, but also the continuing question of what to do with those already
living in Halifax. On 6 December 1752 he wrote
the Board of Trade "...there are numbers of
Germans that came the year before last every day
at my door and many of them almost starving"
[Ibid., 384). Obviously Hopson's decision to
move the Germans to die harbour at Lunenburg
was made out of desperation and concern for
their wellbeing. The British Government's
inability to deal with the immigrants once in
Nova Scotia was an important consideration in
terminating their policy to attract additional
foreign Protestants to the province leading to
their decision to expel the Acadian population
in 1755.
Bell, Foreign Protestants, 417. Lunenburg was
chosen as a site for settling the new immigrants
because of its good harbour facility and superiority of the soil. From die time Nova Scotia had
become a British possession in 1713 Merligash
(the Micmac word for Lunenburg) had received
attention as a possible site from which to col-

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

onize the Atlantic coast and perhaps as a location for its capital.
The town of Lunenburg was an English world
established on the hillside rising above the harbour and its narrow waterfront. Horizontal
streets were laid out parallel with cross streets
running at right angles straight up the hillside
slopes. The names assigned the streets were
picked by Governor Hopson and not the setders.
This grid system created a town plan of 42
large blocks 280 feet (85 metres) long by 120 feet
(37 metres) deep widi diese in turn divided
into 14 house plots creating 588 house lots in
all. Each house lot ran 40 feet (12 metres) on one
of the horizontal streets and 60 feet (18 metres)
deep. In all die town plan togedier widi the
seafront occupied an area of 55 acres (22 hectares) (Bell, Foreign Protestants, 426-427).
Lawrence, Journal, 39.
The source for most of the information on Knaut
comes from research carried out by Dr. J.
Murray Beck on leading families in Lunenburg
at die time of settlement for an unpublished
Heritage Curriculum Guide compiled by the
town of Lunenburg, the Lunenburg Heritage
Advisory Committee, and the Lunenburg District School Board in 1990-1991 for use in local
schools.
For a discussion of merchant/yeoman households in Lunenburg County, see Richard
Henning Field, "Proxemic Patterns: EighteenthCentury Lunenburg-German Domestic Furnishings and Their Interiors," in Material History Bulletin 22 (1985): 40-48.
Estate and will papers 1808-1822, RG 48,
reel 841.
Abbott Lowell Cummings, "Inside the Massachusetts House," Common Places: Readings in
American VernacularArchitecture[A\hens:University of Georgia Press, 1986), 224. Cummings
notes diat by die late eighteenth century die
garret or attic was not only a storage area, but
could be used as a functional room and sometimes contained a fireplace. The garret list in die
Wollenhaupt inventory includes a "single iron
stove widi funnel" which could have been used
to heat diis space, and "a pair of dog irons." Most
likely, these andirons were an old discarded
pair put in storage after many years of use, and
the garret in the Wollenhaupt house was used
strictly for storage.
This work was carried out by the author while
conducting research for a Ph.D dissertation at
Dalhousie University. See Field, Material Lives,
13-17.
Similar quantities of cooking/serving ware is
found in the parlour closet including "8 china
plates," "2 china punch bowls," "18 china custard cups," "1 set china tea ware," and "1 set
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Liverpool ditto." Obviously the closet contained some of the Wollenhaupt's finest tableware.
The inventory takers obviously made a distinct difference between a "looking glass" which
would have been hung on a wall, and a "dressing glass" which would have sat on a case piece
of furniture such as the desk in the Wollenhaupt
library, or a table.
For an example of a Sheraton gilt mirror with
wooden panel found along the south shore of
Nova Scotia (Lunenburg County), see Barbara
Dobson and Henry Dobson, A Provincial Elegance (Waterloo Art Gallery, 1982), entry 123.
One of the finer examples is the Chippendale
country mirror with untouched original surface
purchased from the Black family estate. The
back of the glass is initialled in ink SB with the
date 1774. See Henry Dobson, The Early Furniture of Ontario and the Atlantic Provinces
(Toronto: M.F. Feneley, 1974), entry 141.
According to Donald Blake Webster, English
Canadian Furniture of the Georgian Period
(Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1979), 27,
37-38, 42-43, 57, local furniture produced in
the urban centres of the Maritime Provinces
(Halifax, Saint John) would be in mahogany, but
the further one travelled from these cities, the
more birch and maple was used as primary
furniture wood. In addition, Webster suggests
that the early Chippendale style never was in
full bloom in Nova Scotia, but rather the late
Chippendale style forms were more current.
These included tables and chairs with square
and cross-sectioned legs, the so-called "Marlborough" form, and Chippendale chairs with
simple vase-shaped backsplats.
The bottom line, however, is that so little
research has been conducted on cabinetmaking
in Nova Scotia. There are only sketchy lists of
cabinetmakers working in the eighteenth century, little attempt to associate important pieces
of furniture with possible makers, and almost
non-existent research on tracking and identifying specific items of furniture listed in the
inventories with known pieces in museums or
private collections. For example, the fact that
three of the Goddard brothers from the famous
Rhode Island family of cabinetmakers migrated
to Nova Scotia as Loyalists, settling in Halifax
in 1788, has produced no serious research, or
field work, on their lives or the furniture made
by any of these individuals.
Benno M. Forman, American Seating Furniture, 1630-1730 (New York: WW. Norton, 1988),
357.
Dobson and Dobson, A Provincial Elegance,
entry 50.
Field, Lunenburg Merchants, 187-188.
Ibid.
Ibid., 143.

24. Scott T. Swank, "Proxemic Patterns," Art
of the Pennsylvania Germans (New York:
W.W. Norton, 1983), 50. As Swank notes, objects
such as clocks, beds, and wardrobes were the
most important furniture forms among eighteenth-century Pennsylvania Germans.
Although the Lunenburg Germans did not have
the benefit of continued migration from their
original homelands to reinforce their ethnicity,
they were still able to maintain their ethnic
heritage through decorative tradition and the
ownership of objects expressive of their Germanic origins. Even for Casper Wollenhaupt, a
second generation Lunenburg German, clocks
and beds remained important symbols of his
heritage.
25. Others are listed in estate inventories from
Lunenburg County, and Kings County in the
Annapolis Valley, which are appraised between
£1/0/0 and £3/0/0 with some of these noted
as being in maple and/or birch. See PANS,
MG 4 V.92 for Lunenburg.
26. Webster, English Canadian Furniture, 118-121.
27. Field, Lunenburg Merchants, 188-199.
28. Public Archives of Nova Scotia (PANS), Deed
Papers, Lunenburg County, RG 48, Reel 1360,
p. 222, entry 506.
29. Abbott Lowell Cummings, The Framed Houses
of Massachusetts Bay, 1625-1725 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1979), 60.
30. From the time of the construction of the KnautRhuland house in 1793 by Benjamin Knaut
until it left the ownership of the Creighton family in 1907, this house remained in the hands
of the well-to-do Lunenburg merchants and
politicians. John Creighton, Jr. was the eldest
son of John Creighton, Sr. who was born in
Glastonbury, England in 1721 and served in
many legal and political capacities in the town
of Lunenburg until his death in 1807. He
resigned his captaincy in the British army and
returned to Nova Scotia on the death of his
father. He sat for the first time in the House of
Assembly from 1810 to 1818, again from 1830
to 1836, 1838 to 1847, and from 1851 to 1855.
He was also a member of the Legislative Council from 1859 to his death in 1878. He purchased the Knaut-Rhuland house from Conrad
Rhuland as a residence in keeping with his
social and political standing in the community and the province (see Beck, Heritage Curriculum Guide, n.p.).
31. As noted earlier the Knaut-Rhuland house has
been recognised as the earliest and most intact
Georgian interior found to date in Nova Scotia.
All of the fireplace mantels, wainscot, chair
rails, doors, and most plaster walls, ceilings
and floors are original. Although it served as a
rental property with two flats since 1907, all
changes covered over the original woodwork but
did not destroy it.

32. The same is true of the Koch house (see Fig. 1

in the research report on "Domestic Life in the
Eighteenth-Century Nova Scotia" in this issue)
where the "best" room in terms of woodwork
is the upstairs front parlour. In merchant roomby-room inventories the furnishings in these
upstairs rooms point to their use as both a bedroom and a family parlour usually containing
a complete bed and bedstead, desk, chest, easy
chairs and other objects which suggest a multifunctional room use.
33. For a full discussion of the functions of the
hearthrooms in the Knaut-Rhuland house, and
the transformation of the raw food into refined
food, see Field, Material Lives, 103-107.
34. Richard Nylander, Elizabeth Redmond, and
Penny Sander, Wallpaper in New England
(Boston: Society for the Preservation of New
England Antiquities (SPNEA), 1986), 123.
Although this exact scene has not been found
in the SPNEA records, there is little doubt that
it was used by Knaut-Rhuland sometime dur-

35.

36.

37.

38.

ing his ownership of the Knaut-Rhuland house
after 1817.
For a complete discussion of the role of the merchant in both the town of Lunenburg and
Lunenburg County in effecting social change
and acting as the social standard in the community, as well as the merchants' relationship
to both the yeoman and yeoman-craftsman
groups, see Field, Material Lives, 160-202.
For a complete discussion of the role of literacy in eighteenth-century Lunenburg and the
relationship between the merchant and the
yeoman, see Field, Material Lives, 224-256.
For a discussion of the rise of the yeomancraftsman in Lunenburg County and their relationship to both the yeoman-farmer and the
merchant, see Field, Material Lives, 160-202.
Gary Nash, The Urban Crucible: The Northern
Seaports and the Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press
1986, abridged edition), 6-14.

APPENDIX I*

An inventory and appraisement of the personal
estate, of the late Casper Wollenhaupt Esq. deceased;
taken upon oath, by Frank Rudolf, Esq.; John Bolman
Esq.; and John Rudolf Esq.; 18th, 19th & 20th of July
1809 & 5th Jan. 1810. [Editor's note: entries indicate
unit value of an item, if applicable, and a total value
in pounds, shillings, and pence.]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

In the Shop
5 yds book muslin @ 2/6
2 % yd ditto @3/6
6 yds cambric muslin @2/
3 :l/4 yds seeded muslin @4/6
6 1/2 yds flowered muslin @2/9
4 1/2 yds book muslin @4/6
10 yds cambric muslin ©3/
1 -1/4 yds ditto ditto @2/6
3 lh yds veined muslin @4/
** yds striped muslin ®3/3
** yds linois muslin @3/3
** yds striped muslin @3/3
4 Vz yds linois muslin @3/9
5 >A yds flowered book
muslin @3/
6 yds ditto ditto @2/3
5 yds ditto @2/6
5 1/2 yds ditto @2/6
2 yds ditto @2/

£0/12/6
£0/9/7 Vz
£0/12/0
£0/16/10 Vz
£0/17/101/2
£1/0/3
£1/10/0
£0/4/4 1/2
£0/13/0
£0/8/1 1/2
£0/9/9
£0/13/0
£0/16/101/2
£0/15/9
£0/13/6
£0/12/6
£0/8/9
£0/4/0

All abbreviations and spellings have been
retained according to original document.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

5 V2 yds ditto ®2/3
7 yds flowered muslin @2/6
1 3/4 yds lace muslin ©3/6
3 yds-Striped muslin ©3/6
4 1/4 yds veined muslin ®3/3
3 yds spotted muslin ©2/
7 1/4 yds cambric muslin ©2/
4 yds ditto ditto ©1/10
6 1/4 yds ditto ©1/10
5 1/4 yds ditto ©1/10
4 1/4 yds ditto ©1/10
6 yds ditto ©1/10
4 pieces ditto each 6 V2 yds
in all 26 yds ©1/10
about 5 yds remnants
muslin ©7/6
19 fringed shawls ©3/6
1 mock camel shawl ©5/
1 doz muslin cot. bordered
hfk®12/6
27 cotton muslin ditto ©1/
25 muslin hfk white ©/14
7 linois hfk ®2/6
8 yds green sarsnett ®2/
6 yds pink sarsnett ©2/
11 yds white sarsnett @2/
1 doz blk silk hfk @60/
11 blue stripped silk hfk @5/each
11 fancy silk ditto @5/each
9 pair silk gloves ®4/6 each
6 vest (?) patterns ©3/6

£0/12/4 1/2
£0/17/6
£0/6/11/2
£0/10/6
£0/13/9%
£0/6/0
£0/14/6
£0/7/4
£0/11/5 1/2
£0/9/7 1/2
£0/8/3
£0/11/0
£2/7/8
£0/7/6
£3/6/6
£0/5/0
£0/12/6
£1/7/0
£1/9/2
£0/17/6
£1/2/0
£0/12/0
£1/2/0
£3/0/0
£2/15/0
£2/15/0
£2/0/6
£1/1/0
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

14

Printed Cottons
17 V2 yds red callico ® l / 4
£1/3/4
12 3/4 yds light ditto @l/6
£0/19/1 V2
18 1/4 yds light callico @2/
£1/16/6
19 V2 yds darke blue callico @l/6 £1/9/3
29 yds ditto ditto @l/6
£2/3/6
15 V2 yds lilac ditto @/14
£0/18/1
10 1/4 yds light ditto @l/8
£0/17/1
13 V2 yds darke blue &
yellow callico ®1/10
£l/4(?)/9
19 V2 yds yellow & checquered
callico @1/10
£1/15/9
8 1/4 yds blue & yellow ditto @l/8 £0/13/9
29 yds light blue callico ® /14
£1/13/10
16 V2 yds ditto ditto @ /16
£1/2/0
23 yds ditto ditto ditto @ /16
£1/10/8
5 3/4 yds green & yellow
ditto @l/8
£0/9/7
22 V2 yds green ditto @2/
£2/5/0
28 V4 blue & yellow ditto @2/
£2/16/6
21 V2 yds green & white ditto @2/ £2/3/0
13 yds lilac cambric ditto ®2/
£1/6/0
7 1/2 yds dark cotton callico @1/10 £0/13/9
21 V2 yds light cotton callico @l/6 £1/12/13
18 yds dark cotton callico @1/
£0/18/0
26 3A yds dark callico ® 1 /
£1/6/?
18 3A yds blue checquered
callico @l/6
£1/8/?
5 3/4 yds dark cotton callico @1/ £0/5/9
20 V4 yds dark callico @1/
£1/6/3
29 yds gingam callico @l/6
£2/3/6
28 yds ditto ditto @l/6
£2/2/0
3 V2 yds ditto ditto ©1/6
£0/5/3
6 yds light ditto @l/8
£0/10/0
20 V4 yds dark callico ® 1 /
£1/0/3
8 yds red callico @1/
£0/8/0
2 3/4 yds dark ditto @1/
£0/2/9
16 V4 yds dark gingam ® 1 /
£0/16/3
9 V2 yds yellow
shambrey (?) @l/8
£0/15/10
3 3/4 yds pink cotton @1/
£0/3/9
3 yds blue cotton ® l / 6
£0/4/6
1 V4 yds pink cotton @1/
£0/1/3
1 1/4 yds ditto ditto @1/
£0/1/3
2 3/4 yds white ditto @l/6
£0/4/1 V2
2 yds dark cotton @1/
£0/2/0
3 yds chocolate ditto @l/6
£0/4/6
1 V2 yds dark cotton ® l / 6
£0/2/3
1 3/4 yds pink ditto @l/6
£0/2/7 V2
1 V2 yds dark ditto @l/6
£0/2/3
2 V4 yds shambrey @l/6
£0/3/4 1/2
2 yds remnants @1/
£0/2/0
25 V2 yds plain blue cotton @l/6 £1/18/3
28 3/4 yds red furniture
cotton ® /15
£1/15/111/4
28 V2 yds blue ditto ditto @ /15
£1/15/7 1/2
20 3/4 yds blue ditto ditto @l/3
£1/5/11 1/4
25 yds blue ditto ditto @ /15
£1/11/3
5 V4 yds red furniture
cotton ® /15
£0/6/6 3A

99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.

13 1/4 yds ditto ditto @ /15
30 yds yellow ditto ditto @1/
25 1/4 yds wood cold (?) @l/6
21 V2 yds diaper ® / 2 0
27 3/4 yds muslinett ® /20
35 yds ditto @ /20
17 yds light marselles ©4/6
24 3/4 yds dimity ©1/10
10 yds dimity ©1/10
8 V2 yds remnants ditto ©1/6
41 yds green baize ©1/5
35 yds red baize ©1/6
31 yds yellow flannel ©1/8
20 V4 yds white flannel ©1/6
10 yds ditto ditto ©2/
11 yds white serge ©2/
3 yds remnants red baize © 1 /
2 Vs yds blue cloth ©10/
1 7/8 yds ditto super fine
ditto ©30/
5 yds ditto c o m m o n ditto ©10/
1 Va yds ditto ditto ©10/
14 yds blue serge ©5/
12 1/4 yds blk ditto ©7/
14 yds blue ditto ©6/6
4 yds remnants serge ©4/
3 V2 yds serge ®3/
V2 yd blue cloth ©5/
8 yds toilinett yellow @3/
8 yds s w a n s d o w n ©3/
3 vest patterns © 1 /
8 1/4 yds catt gutt © 1 /
25 V2 yds white buckram ©1/6
29 yds bed tick ®2/9
45 3/4 yds ditto ©1/8
3 V2 yds ditto remnants
28 yds brown hold ©1/6
15 3/4 yds grey linnen ® /14
39 1/4 yds irish duck @ /14
9 V2 yds corded nankeen ® l / 9
15 1/2 yds dark ditto ® l / 6
25 yds ditto ditto @l/6
5 yds olive velveteen ©4/
25 V2 yds corderoy ©2/
11 yellow cotton shawl ©2/6
2 rugs ©4/

£2/16/3
£2/10/0
£0/16/3
£3/10/0
£4/5/9
£4/11/0
£0/16/0
£0/10/6
£0/5/0
£1/4/0
£1/4/0
£0/3/0
£0/8/3
£1/18/3
£3/19/9
£3/16/3
£0/7/0
£2/2/0
£0/18/4 V2
£2/5/9 1/2
£0/16/7
£1/2/10
£1/17/6
£1/0/0
£2/11/0
£1/7/6
£0/8/0

1 blanket @5/6

£0/6/6

£0/16/6 3/4
£1/10/0
£1/17/10 V2
£1/15/5
£2/6/3
£2/18/4
£3/16/6
£2/5/4 V2
£0/18/4
£0/12/9
£2/18/1
£2/12/6
£2/11/8
£1/10/4 1/2
£1/0/0
£1/2/0
£0/3/0
£1/8/9

V2 yd grey coating ©1/
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

3 dark shawls ©2/
4 fawn cold (?) ©2/3
15 dark blue ditto ©2/
13 chintz shawls ©3/6
4 fancy muslin ditto ©2/4
7 cotton shawls ©1/8
4 pairs mens fancy hose ©3/
3 pair striped hose ©2/9
8 pair white ditto ©2/6
10 pair worn8 hose ©2/9
11 pair mens ribd ditto @3/10
5 pair worn8 ditto ©3/

£0/6/0
£0/9/0
£1/10/0
£2/5/6
£0/9/4
£0/11/8
£0/12/0
£0/8/3
£1/0/0
£1/7/6
£2/2/2
£0/15/0

155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.

5 pair mens plain ditto @4/6
5 pair worn5 blk hose ©2/6
4 pair ditto ditto ®3/
10 pair long white cotton
gloves ®l/8
16 pair short gloves ®l/6
9 pair cold ditto long ©1/8
11 pair black ditto @l/8
2 doz white ditto ©1/8
1 doz cold ditto ©1/8
34 yards linnen ©2/9
20 yds cotton check ©1/2
11 'A yds ditto ditto ©1/2
15 1/2 yds furniture ditto @l/3
22 1/2 yds cotton ditto ©1/2
6 1/4 yds apron width check ©2/9
7 yds cotton check ©1/2
9 red spotted hfk ©1/2
18 cambric hfk ©1/6
4 pocket hfk @1/
11 ditto ditto ©1/
36 red copper plate ditto @/8
34 blue ditto ditto ®/8
15 purple ditto ditto @/8
41 chocolate ditto @/4
4 blue romalls ©1/6
15 ditto ditto ©/15
3 ditto ditto ©/16
24 india romalls ©1/2
5 ditto ditto ®/8
4 3/4 yds white jean @1/
5 3A yds shoe thread ©3/
21 pieces selampores (?)
®20/each
9 3h yds selampores ©1/
39 1/2 yds stripped cotton ©/15
1 p s purple wildbore ©42/
1 p s green ditto
22 1/2 yds green striped
wildbore ©/15
26 3/4 yds plain green ditto ©/15
27 3A yds purple striped
ditto ©/15
8 1/4 yds blue striped
wildbore ©/15
9 yds plain purple ditto ©/15
remnants bumbizett
(bombazet) ©2/6
17 1/4 yds white shalloon ©2/6
13 1/4 yds blue shalloon ©1/10
19 yds blk callimanco @/9
5 yds green tammy ©1/8
211/4 yds blk callimanco ©/14
17 1/2 yds remnants striped
purple ditto ©/10
22 1/4 yds ditto green ditto ©1/
8 1/2 yds ditto light blue
ditto ©/10
18 yds fawn cold ©1/
7 yds blk callimanco ©1/
a lott muslin drapes

£0/12/6
£0/12/0
£0/16/8
£1/4/0
£0/15/0
£0/18/4
£2/0/0
£1/0/0
£4/13/6
£1/3/4
£0/13/1
£0/19/4
£1/6/3
£0/17/2
£0/8/2
£0/10/6
£1/7/0
£0/4/0
£0/11/0
£1/4/0
£1/2/8
£0/10/0
£0/13/8
£0/6/0
£0/18/9
£0/4/0
£1/8/0
£0/3/4
£0/4/9
£0/17/0

1/4

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236

(?)

237

1/2
1/2

£21/0/0
£0/9/9
£2/9/4 1/2
£2/2/0
£2/2/0

238
239
240
241

£1/8/1 1/2
£1/13/5 1/4
£1/14/8 1/2
£0/10/3 3/4
£0/11/3
£0/2/6
£1/4/3 1/2
£1/4/3 1/2
£0/14/3
£0/8/4
£1/4/9 1/4
£0/14/7
£1/2/3
£0/7/1
£0/18/0
£0/7/0
£0/10/0

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

Harts
2 hatts @14/
3 ditto @12/
2ditto@ll/
2 ditto ©10/
4 ditto ©8/
10 ditto ©4/
9 ditto @3/
12 ditto ©3/
11 ditto ©2/9
4 youths ditto ®3/
4 ditto ditto ©2/9
9 ditto ditto @2/6
6 ditto ditto ©2/3
12 ditto ditto ©2/6
12 ditto ditto @l/3
12 hatt covers @2/
1 1/2 lbs scotch oz thread ®5/6
2 lb ditto ©7/6
3
/4 lbs ditto ©8/plb
13/4 lbs ditto ©9/
1/4 lb ditto ©12/6
6 oz ditto @15 p oz
7 lbs cold threads @4/6 lb
5 1/2 yds all cold thread ©3/6
5 doz bobbin @2/pr doz
5 doz & 8 1/2 penny tape ©4/
1 do & 8 penny tape ©8/
2 doz ink paeveurf?) ©4/
15 gross & 10 doz common
vest buttons ®3/pgr
4 gross & 6 doz gilt ditto
ditto ©4/
4 gross & 8 doz plated ditto
ditto ©5/
15 doz gilt coat buttons ©/18
13 1/2 doz burnt gilt ditto
®15/p?
2 gro common coat ditto
®/7p gro
15 1/2 doz plated ditto
®/10pdoz
5 1/2 doz oval ditto ©/lpdoz
11 doz blk paper but5 ®/4pdoz
a lott sieve but5 ©5/
a box loose but5
4 doz & 7 buck handled
pocket knives ©6/
4 doz & 2 pen knives ©7/
3 p r knives and forks @/5
a lott shoe buckles ©2/
31 p r small scissors ©/5
19 p r larger ditto ©/11
2 packs playing cards @/10
6 snuff boxes ®/5
13 hair combs @5/
11 rack ditto (?) @1/
7 p r tou (?) cards ©1/
20 copy books @/5
3 codlines ©5/6
6 mackerel lines ©1/

£1/8/0
£1/16/0
£1/2/0
£1/0/0
£1/12/0
£2/0/0
£1/7/0
£1/16/0
£1/10/3
£0/12/0
£0/11/0
£1/2/6
£0/13/6
£0/15/0
£0/15/0
£1/4/0
£0/8/3
£0/15/0
£0/6/0
£0/15/9
£0/3/1 1/2
£0/7/6
£1/11/6
£0/19/3
£0/10/0
£1/2/8
£0/13/4
£0/8/0
£2/7/6
£0/18/0
£1/3/4
£1/2/6
£0/16/101/2
£0/14/0
£0/12/0
£0/5/6
£0/3/8
£0/5/0
£0/5/0
£1/7/6
£1/9/2
£0/1/3
£0/2/0
£ 0/1/3
£0/18/5
£0/1/8
£0/2/6
£0/5/0
£0/2/6
£0/7/0
£0/8/4
£0/10/6
£0/6/0
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261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.

286.

287.
288.
289.
290.
291.
292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.
302.
303.
304.
305.
306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.
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1 doz chest locks ®12/
20 cakes blacking ®3/
23 tin pints and quarts ®/5
7 p r chest hinges @/8
11 p r HL hinges ®/9
1 p r hooks and hinges @/9
31 tin canisters @/5
11 curry combs ®/10
20 shoe knives @/4 1/2
15 mill saw files ®/14
8 doz & 11 hand saw ditto @4/
3 door locks ®4/
1 iron square @1/
6 sheep shears @/l5
5 tin lamps ®/14
3 drawing knives (kives) @/16
12 doz & 8 gimblets @/l6
1 gro shoe awls ®3/
19 gro shoe tacks @/7
29 doz cod hooks @/9
a bundle makerel hooks ®5/
aboxallum@l/
a box old trumpery @2/6
a small tool chest ©1.00
a drawer containing
13 V4 lbs fig blue®/15
5 lbs salt petre ®/ll
a drawer containing
2 oz nutmeg @2/
3
k lbs cloves
1/2 lb capria
a box 18 lbs shott @/6
a settscales & weights
(copper) @40/
1 smaller ditto ditto ©7/6
3
A lbs glue
Sewing Silks
7 1/2 oz blue sewing silk @2/
5 ozs all colours ©2/
5 oz scarlet and white ©2/6
3 oz blk silk ©2/
4 oz green ditto ©2/
7 ozs pink ©2/6
8 oz green ©2/
16ozblue@2/
12 oz blue ©2/
13 oz twist @2/
9 yds cotton lace ©2/
4 1/4 yds ditto ©2/
3 3A yds ditto ©1/
2 1/4 yds footing ©1/6
12 1/2 yds cotton lace
scalope ©/15
31 yds cotton ditto ©1/6
7 1/4 yds blk lace ©/15
13 yds ditto @/22
a box needles
a box thimbles
4 yds edging ®/10
38 doz shirt buttons @/4
ribbon wire

£0/12/0
£0/5/0
£0/9/7
£0/4/8
£0/8/3
£0/0/9
£0/12/11
£0/9/2
£0/7/6
£0/17/6
£1/15/8
£0/12/0
£0/1/0
£0/7/6
£0/5/10
£0/4/0
£0/16/10
£0/3/0
£0/11/1
£1/1/?
£0/5/0
£0/1/0
£0/2/6
£1/0/0

£1/1/3 3/4
£0/4/0
£0/10/0
£0/9/0
£2/0/0
£0/7/6
£0/1/0
£0/15/0
£0/10/0
£0/12/6
£0/6/0
£0/8/0
£0/17/6
£0/16/0
£1/12/10
£1/4/0
£1/6/0
£0/18/0
£0/8/6
£0/3/9
£0/3/4 1/2

314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349

350.
350.
350.
351.

352.
354.
355.
356.

£0/15/7 1/2
£2/6/6
£0/9/1 1/2
£1/3/10
£0/5/0
£0/3/9
£0/3/4
£0/12/8
£0/2/0

357.
358.
359.

5 gro moulds ©1/
3 lbs & 6 oz bonnett wire ®4/
6 small tooth combs ©1/
a sett gold wrights @2/6
a box & lott of ribbons @40/
a box ditto all cold @60/
a p r blk terrett (?) ®5/
a bundle wollen tapes @20/
a quantity old rings
nitting werdls (?)
(knitting needles)
10 decanters ®2/6
9 juris wrapping paper
5 chambers ®/8
5 doz & 3 tumblers @4/6
14 earthen blk juggs @/4
2 dishes ®/9
2 doz plates @2/6
12 doz & 11 small cups
and saucers @/15
4&4 larger ditto ©3/
11 blue coffee cups
16 bowls @/4
3 quart mugs @/9 ea
4 pitchers ®2/ea
19 tea potts @/9
16 creams @/2
14 sugar bowls @/5
13 blk bowls @/3
12 doz & 7 paste boards ©3/6
a box old buts ©2/6
150 flints @4/
85 1/4 (?) 14 tacks ©1/6
50 feet glass ©36/
1 box with glass
1 tin cannister
5 frying pans ®2/
5 devonshire shovells ©2/6
2 guageing rods
26 gal molosses ©1/8
18 gals vinigar ©3/
93 lbs gross
23 tare neat
70 lbs susan tea ©4/6
326 gross lbs
12 tare 314 neat spikes ®/5
123 gross lbs
8 tare neat 115 shingle nails @/9
lbs
38 gross (word obliterated) @/5
4 tare 34 box spikes
lbs
99 gross lbs ©17
12 tare 87 clapboards nails
253 gross lbs
20 tare 20 nails 233 neat ®/6
46 gross lbs
10 tare 36 neat 10 nails ®/7
lbs
139 gross lbs
20 tare 119 sugar @/4 V2

£0/5/0
£0/15/0
£0/6/0
£0/2/6
£2/0/0
£3/0/0
£5/0/0
£1/0/0
£0/1/3
£0/0/6
£1/5/0
£0/4/0
£0/3/4
£1/3/7 V2
£0/4/8
£0/1/6
£0/5/0
£0/16/1 3 k
£0/13/0
£0/1/0
£0/5/4
£0/2/3
£0/8/0
£0/12/9
£0/2/8
£0/5/10
£0/3/3
£2/4/1 1/2
£0/2/6
£0/6/0
£6/7/10
£1/16/0
£0/6/0
£0/1/0
£0/10/0
£0/12/6
£0/5/0
£2/3/4
£2/14/0
£15/15/0
£6/10/10
£4/6/3
£0/14/2
£2/10/9
£5/16/6
£1/1/0
£2/4/7

360. 201 gross lbs
20 tare rice 181 ®/3
361. 151 gross lbs
20 tare rice 131 lbs ®/3
lbs
362. 77 gross lbs
2 tare 75 bag coffee @/ll
363. 67 lbs
12 tare 55 indigo ®/13
364. 111 gross
12 tare 107 pomento @/15
365. 775 iron pots @/2 1/2
366. a cag (keg?) with tome peper ®3/
367. 6 p r shoes @3/
368. a lott of shoes
369. 3 stays ©1/8
370. a drawer with tame (?)
knotts of thread
371. an e m p t h trunk ditto ditto ®6/
372. 1 ditto ditto
373. a large teale and beam w r
17 56's and other small weights
374. a small chest
375. a sett measures
376. a quantity old wrapping paper
377. 2 empty boxes @1/
378. 370 lbs leak tobbaco ®/6plb
14 hogsheads of salt ®20/

379.
380.
381.
382.
383.
384.
385.
386.
387.
388.
389.
390.
391.
392.
393.
394.
395.
396.
397.
398.
399.
400.
401.
402.
403.
404.
405.
406.
407.

Store Room No 1
2 large chests @10/
an English seythe
l p r steelyards
a copper water urn
2 w i n d o w sashes
2 seives (wood)
1 bbl wheat bran
box old iron
7 empty bags
1 bag with old cottonwool
(damag d )
2 empty boxes ® 1 /
4 musquetts ®5/each
a pott handle
an old side saddle
a box with old colours
an empty box
an iron board
3 old chairs @l/each
8 trunks old
a blue chest £0/7/6
a sett fire bucketts w' lantern
& cap
an oyl trine (?)
6 empty barrels
a cagg with some red ocre
3 old wash lines @1/
a work bench
some old tools @12/6
a work cushion

£2/5/3
£1/12/9

£3/8/9
£35/15/0
£6/13/9
£8/1/5 Vz
£0/3/0
£0/18/0
£0/1/0
£0/3/0
£0/5/0
£0/6/0
£0/8/0
£8/8/0
£0/5/0
£0/8/0
£0/2/6
£0/2/0
£9/5/0
£14/0/0

£1/0/0
£0/5/0
£0/7/6
£0/2/6
£0/2/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/6
£0/5/0
£0/6/0

408. an old gammon board ® 1 /
409. a box with some vials
410. a bed and bed stead complete
w 1 sheets 7 blankets @6.00
411. 3 old boxes
In the Hall Up Stairs
412. a desk
413. a black birch table
414. 2 chairs @2/6

415.
416.
417.
418.
419.
420.
421.
422.
423.
424.
425.
426.
427.
428.
429.
430.
431.

432.
433.
434.
435.
436.

In the Garrett
a single iron stove w 1 funnel
2 empty boxes
a box old iron
a lott old iron
7 empty boxes
an iron back
some old lumber
a box old lead
a sett truss hoops
a spinning wheel
a cabbage knife
a p r dog irons
a box w 1 toyl
a nine pin ball
a door knocker & chain
2 w i n d o w sashes
4 iron rings
In the Library
a desk

a table

a dressing glass
a chair
a camp bedstead w 1 bed sheets
and blanketts complete
438. a p r appaulets
439. a sash

£0/1/0
£0/1/0
£6/0/0
£0/1/0

£2/10/0
£0/15/0
£0/5/0

£7/0/0
£0/1/3
£1/10/0
£0/10/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/6
£0/1/0
£0/2/0
£0/10/0
£0/4/0
£0/2/6
£0/5/0
£0/1/3
£0/0/3
£0/3/0
£0/1/6
£0/0/6

£3/0/0
£0/17/6
£0/7/6
£0/5/0
£?/?/?
£8/0/0
£1/10/0

£0/1/6
£0/2/0
£1/0/0
£0/1/0
£0/10/0
£0/1/3
£0/1/0
£0/2/6
£0/3/0
£2/0/0

In the Bed Room
440. a bed & bed stead w 1 sheets
& blanketts complete
441. a table
442. a sea bed
442. a looking glass
443. a sheu (?) glass @20/
444. 6 chairs ®10/ea
445. 3 w i n d o w curtains
446. a wash stand complete
447. pictures
448. 5 w i n d o w curtains @5/ea

£10/0/0
£0/5/0
£2/0/0
£1/0/0
£1/0/0
£3/0/0
£0/15/0
£0/15/0
£0/5/0
£1/5/0

£0/5/0
£0/1/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/0
£0/3/0
£0/1/0
£0/12/6
£0/0/6

Below Stairs
In the Draw? Room
a p r looking glasses
11 pictures ®5/ea
3 chimney ornaments
a water urn & stand
10 mahogany chairs @17/6
ditto dining table

£10/0/0
£2/15/0
£0/10/0
£3/0/0
£8/15/0
£8/0/0

449.
450.
451.
452.
453.
454.
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455. tea table
456. a fire screen
457. fire tongs, shovell, brush
and fender
458. a tea tray
459. a carpett
460. 4 doz & 11 w i n e glasses @5/pdos.
461. 4 plated candle sticks @7/6ea
462. 254 V4 oz silver furniture
@5/6proz
463. a sett silver castors
464. a p r silver snuffers
465. a silver must d pott and
4 silver salts
466. 2 glass salts & peper box
467. a coffee urn
468. a bread baskett
469. 3 cases old knives @2.00
470. a stand w' 3 bottles
471. 20 gobblets @/10
472. a small waiter
473. 6 pint decanters
474. 5 quart ditto and 4 coasters @25/
475. a sett blue table ware
476. a china mug & pitcher
477. a snuffer and stand

478.
479.
480.
481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
491.

Up
In the Front Parlour
a bed & stead complete w 1
sheets and blanketts
a mahogany desk
an easy chair
a small mahogany table
a pine ditto
6 chairs @10/
a p r dog irons @10/
a fire tongs-shovell, poker,
brush and bellows
an old carpett
8 pictures @40/
a looking glass
a p r brass sconces
3 flower glasses
3 w i n d o w curtains

£3/0/0
£0/5/0
£2/0/0
£0/15/0
£4/10/0
£1/4/7
£1/10/0
£69/19/9
£4/0/0
£0/8/0
£1/15/0
£0/12/6
£1/15/0
£0/7/6
£2/0/0
£1/0/0
£0/16/8
£0/7/6
£0/15/0
£1/5/0
£8/0/0
£0/5/0
£0/6/0

£10/0/0
£7/0/0
£3/10/0
£0/17/6
£0/5/0
£3/0/0
£0/10/0
£0/15/0
£1/5/0
£2/0/0
£2/0/0
£0/2/6
£0/1/0
£3/10/0

In the Closset in the Front Parlour
a spy glass @20/
£1/0/0
a tin fender
£0/1/0
£0/3/0
3 small waiters
£0/3/0
1 large ditto
£0/7/6
a sett c o m m o n castors
£0/2/0
2 p r tumblers
£0/4/0
8 china plates
2 ditto dishes
£0/5/0
£0/5/0
2 china p u n c h bowls
£0/4/0
6 blue glass egg cups ®4/
£0/4/0
6 ditto earthen ®4/
2 white china pitcher
£0/10/0
£2/0/0
a silver p u n c h ladle
504. 18 china custard cups @10/
£0/10/0

492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.
499.
500.
501.
502.
503.
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505. 1 blue pitcher & quart
506. 1 sett china tea ware
507. 1 sett Liverpool ditto

508.
509.
510.
511.

512.
513.
514.
515.
516.
517.
518.
519.
520.
521.
522.
523.
524.
525.
526.
527.
528.
529.
530.
531.
532.
533.
534.
535.
536.
538.
539.
540.
541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.

In the Hall
an eight day clock
3 Windsor chairs @5/
a mahogany table
a glass lamp
In the Kitchen
11 large pewter dishes @5/
3 tin tea kettles ® 1 /
3 old copper ditto @10/
3 iron tea kettles
20 tin patty pans @l/8
8 pewter water plates @25/
2 tin graters
a coffee mill
6 dish covers (block tin)
a cullender
2 grind stones
15 brass candlesticks
9 flat irons w< 2 stands
3 brass ladles
a copper cake pan
1 sett skewers
2 setts candle moulds
a mortar
a bell metal skillet
a large brass kettle
1 smaller ditto (old)
a copper sauce pan (old)
a chaffing dish
a fish kettle
2 dripping pans
a warming pan
fire tongs & shovell, poker,
dog irons @20/

a table

a smaller ditto @5/
2 benches & 2 chairs
2 soup tureens
2 fruit dishes
3 pudding ditto
4 large dishes
19 smaller ditto
39 plates
6 pitchers
3 quarts
9 p r cuts & saucers
2 tea potts & 2 fish strainers
547. 8 bowls
18 chase plates
3 large earthen dishes
10 crocks
2 waiters
12 dish matts
V2 doz knives & V2 doz forks
548. 2 serv , s beds @5.00

£0/1/3
£2/0/0
£0/10/0

£10/0/0
£0/15/0
£0/15/0
£0/7/6

£2/15/0
£0/3/0
£0/10/0
£0/10/0
£0/1/8
£1/5/0
£0/1/0
£0/5/0
£0/15/0
£0/2/0
£0/12/6
£3/0/0
£1/10/0
£0/5/0
£0/1/0
£0/2/6
£0/15/0
£0/5/0
£0/15/0
£2/0/0
£0/2/0
£0/1/0
£0/3/0
£0/12/6
£0/5/0
£0/3/0
£1/0/0
£0/10/0
£0/5/0
£0/5/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/0
£0/4/0

£2/15/6

£5/0/0

Books in the Library
549 Homer 4 vols
Pope 6 vols
Josephus 3 vols
Spectator 8 vols
Chesterfield 4 vols
Sterns' works 3 vols
Enticks Survey 4 vols
Locke on Human UndersS 2 vols
Complete Body of Husb^ 1 vol
Berkley on Human Knows 3 vols
Cicero (Latin) lvol
Horace (ditto) 1 vol
Life of Cromwell 1 vol
The Epigoniad 1 vol
Clark and Leibnitz's letr 8 1 vol
Maxwells Husby 1 vol
Bradley's ditto 1 vol
Dialogue of the dead 1 vol
Longinuson on the Sublime 1 vol
Histy of the Primitive Church 1 vol
Irish Excursion 4 vol
Fashionable Involvements 3 vol
Rash Vows 3 vol
Excellence of a Free State 1 vol
Female Conduct 1 vol
Universal Accountant 2 vol
ditto magazine (1798) 2 vol
Popery condemned 1 vol
Joseph Andrews 1 vol
Berrymans Sermons 2 vol
Female Spectator 4 vol
Prince Arthur 2 vols
Vicar of Wakefield 1 vol
The Tattler 5 vol
Adventures of a Guinea 4 vol
Death of Abel 1 vol
MPy(?) Power (?) Letters 1 vol
Nettletonon Virtue 1 vol
Addison on Metals 1 vol
Fenelons demonstrations 1 vol
Fennings use of the Globes 1 vol
Prince of Abbysiana 1 vol
Belisarus 1 vol
Every Farmer his own Farmer 1 vol
The Complete Masoner 1 vol
Hist*1 of e/y Rivolur in France 1 vol
Evidence of Christianity 1 vol
Junius Letters 2 vols
Dicty of Arts & Sciences 8 vols
a large English Bible 1 vol
ditto German 1 vol
Euclids Elements 1 vol
Chambauds Grammer 1 vol
Gazzetteer 1 vol
Drilling Court on Death 1 vol
3 German Hynm Book 3 vols
an account of Virtue 1 vol
German Testament 1 vol
German Prayr Book after the form of
Ch of England 1 vol
2 small English Diet8 2

1 French ditto 1
Histy of Rome l v o l
6 Prayer Books 6 vol
English Testament 1 vol
Ladys Companion 2
3 Ladys Magazine 3 vols
a Ration1 acct of the Protest" Religion 1 vol
a Holland Bible 1 vol
Paradise Lost 1 vol
Latin Syntax 1 vol
Greek Testament 1 vol
French Prayer Book after e/y form of e/y
Chinch of England 1 vol
a French Bible 1 vol
Fluxions 1 vol
Hidibrass 1 vol
an acct of Hudsons Bay 1 vol
a Brief View of Relogious (?) 1 vol
Discoveries d/c (?) to the academy of
Belles Lettres 1 vol
Culture of Silk 1 vol
Defence of Christian Revelation 1 vol
Spanish Hiseling detec d 1 vol
Book Keeping Modernize*1 1 vol
Histy of England & Ireland 1 vol
Cardinal alderberona 1 vol
Universal Magazine 1 vol
Elegant Extracts 1 vol
Improvements in Plants 1 vol
a discourse upon Revenue 1 vol
Beveridges Thoughts 1 vol
Virgil (Latin) 1 vol
Sir Isaac Newtons Prophecies 1 vol
Leidervicks Dicty 4 vols
Burns Justice 4 vols
Blackstone Comments 4 vols
Jacob Law Dicty 1 vol
Province Law 1 vol
Abbot on Shipping 1 vol
Parks on Insurance 1 vol
Magistrates apistant (?) 1 vol
Cokes Institutes 1 vol
Baileys Dicty 1 vol
178 vols
74 odd volumes con>' of English,
French, German & Latin
74 vols
whole number

252 vols
£20/0/0

A quantity of old magazines stitch'1
in paper, and also sermons, plays
& Pamphlets
£1/0/0
Spare Sheets and Linnen
550. 12 fine Russia sheets
12 com ditto
5 com Russia ditto
2 white counter panes
4 callico ditto (wore) @20/
4 p r blanketts

£6/0/0
£4/10/0
£1/15/0
£3/0/0
£4/0/0
£7/0/0
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2 large damask table cloths
6 smaller ditto ditto (wore)
7 damask breakfast ditto (wore)
2 silver watches (old)
In the Yard
550. 11 empty barrels
11 iron bound kegs
8 iron ditto casks
a firkin
lott old boxes and cage
10 empty boxes
11 empty casks
a lott of tools consisting of
2 crowbars, 2 hows & a lott
gardening utensils
2 saws & an ax
a box w 1 old iron
a grindstone
The Inside Cellar No 1
3 boxes
5 empty casks
1 cask
16 doz empty bottles
1 case w" 18 V2 gal bottles
an old chest w' 3 caggs paint
entry obliterated
5 empty boxes
11 oyl jarrs
an old case w1 3 bottles
7 wash tubs
4 empty barrels
a copper baking kettle
4 black basketts
a watering pott
1 bbl lime
2 water bucketts
In the Stable
a horse 21 years old
a cow
10 sheep ©10/
a horse tackling complete

20

£7/0/0
£3/0/0
£2/10/0
£3/0/0

£0/5/0
£0/5/0
£1/12/0
£0/10/0
£0/1/6
£0/5/0
£0/15/0

£1/0/0
£0/15/0
£0/2/6
£0/4/0

£0/1/6
£0/1/6
£0/4/0
£2/0/0
£0/18/0
£0/15/0
£0/2/6
£1/0/0
£0/2/0
£0/15/0
£0/2/0
£1/0/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/6
£0/8/0
£0/2/6

£2/0/0
£4/0/0
£5/0/0
£2/0/0

a binding chain
an iron hobble
a dug fork
a shovell
2 hay forks
a long truck w 1 ladders
a box trunk
a chain (chaise?)
a sley w ' harness
a n e w p r truck wheels
a log of mahogany
an old saddle & bridel
a harness
6 rakes
a ladder (10 feet)
a barrel & box
a curry comb & brush
a box w 1 old harness
some gardening utensils
Store on the Wharf
fish (?) & frame
a quantity of clabboards
between 1 & 2 m feet
a sett of blocks for heaving
vessels d o w n

£0/10/0
£0/5/0
£0/2/6
£0/3/0
£0/2/6
£3/10/0
£1/0/0
£5/0/0
£3/0/0
£3/10/0
£10/0/0
£0/17/6
£0/15/0
£0/3/0
£0/1/0
£0/1/6
£0/1/6
£0/4/0
£0/2/6

£0/15/0
£5/0/0
£1/10/0
£419/1/5

Amount of shop goods
as p r valuation

£499/11/2 V2

Money in the house at the decease
of the late CW
£90/0/0
Total of personal prop*1

£1008/12/7 1/4

Lunenburg 6th Jan^ 1810. We certify that we this day
did finish the valuation of the personal prop y of the
late CW.
Frank Rudolf
John Bolman
& John Rudolf

